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CLASSICAL DANCE FESTIVAL

18 19

21 FEBRUARY 2017, Ahmedabad

The Dream Begins

18 SARI
FEBRUARY

8:30 PM - By Daksha Sheth Dance Company
6:30 PM - Sari workshop by Rta Kapur Chishti

Indian Classical Dance is a 3000 years old tradition and is nurtured over centuries by guru shishya
parampara. Indian Classical Dance describes Dance in various theories of expressions, gestures,
acting, steps, postures and was one of the prominent form of expression of spiritual ideas, virtues and
essence of the scriptures.
Against a tide of global dance forms, our traditional dances are in a dire need of rejuvenation and
connect with the masses. In the time of kings artists were nurtured by giving them courtship in their

19 KIN
FEBRUARY

8:30 PM - IceCraft presents KIN by Sanjukta Sinha
7.30 PM - Celebrating Womanhood through Theatrical Performance

kingdom. They supported the art and creative expressions of dancers and musicians. Art and Culture
flourished in that era. After the period of kingdom, the support was lost to classical dance and music.
We at IceCraft believe that it is the responsibility of Corporate to come forward and support our
centuries old rich cultural heritage and give it the much needed corporate respite.
IceCraft is a philanthropic venture from Ice Group aiming to promote Indian classical dance across
India and across the world. IceCraft, has been established with a vision to look at tradition with a
modern mind, to explore the past to create a new, imaginative future.

21 WITHIN
FEBRUARY

8:30 PM - By Aditi Mangaldas Dance Company
7.30 PM - Enlightening Talk on activating Seven Chakras and Kundalini by Manjri Varde

Taking this idea to fruition, IceCraft, led by its visionary leader, Chirag Mehta has curated a festival
offering to make it an annual event – IceCraft Classical Dance Festival. A dynamic entrepreneur,
Chirag utilizes Creativity, Leadership and Teamwork to design and execute ventures that create
customer value with a purpose. Chirag's motivational leadership is the biggest source of ownership of

Venue : Bodakdev AMC Auditorium, Behind Rajpath Club, Ahmedabad – 380 059

the festival by those involved.

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM FEBRUARY 3, 2017 at
The Festival also aims to showcase our dance heritage to the world by touring across the globe.

IceCraft Creations. 905 Silicon Towers,

Catering to the changing and evolved tastes, these productions, rooted in Indian Classical dance are

Off C G Road, Opp Axis Bank, Near Law Garden,

contemporized to International flavors all with state-of-the-art Technology , Light, Set Designs and
Pulsating music.

Ahmedabad – 380006. (M): +91 9825027579
All major credit cards and cheques are accepted

Online Ticketing Partner

SARI
The Unstitched

Daksha Sheth

Devissaro – Director

Uniquely India, for ages, the innocuous yet brilliant Indian drape
witnesses a unique revival at the hands of Daksha Sheth Dance
Company. A quintessential expression of the weavers' imagination,
talent and skill, the Sari is the jewel of the Indian handloom industry.
Sari, a unique extension of the weavers' own body, draping a woman
revealing her demeanour and her regional identity. This union of the
Sari and the wearer exudes the sensuality of dance.
What begins in the weavers' hands culminates in a personal and
sensuous experience for the wearer, the Indian woman's visual identity,
her second skin. Daksha's choreography of Sari combines the vitality
and rawness of Indian folk and ritual performing arts with the
sophistication and precision of its classical dance forms. Sari's music,
stage design and direction is by Devissaro.
Tonight we celebrate the creation of this unique drape, in constant
play with the body, both in stillness and in movement.
Stay enthralled by this production which has seen more than 30
countries and 25 international festivals.

Workshop & Exhibition of Sari
It is a humble nine yards. But drape it right and it expresses
a world of you. The quintessential Indian garment, the
Saree brings out the woman in a girl and the Queen in a
woman. Drape it right and reveal your geography, not to
mention your sensuous contours of personality.

RTA Kapur Chisti
The nine yards get the hearts beating if draped on a
Sridevi, pulsating if worn by Kaajol, exhilarating falling on

A recognized textile scholar, co-

Aishwarya and plain simple classy when worn by Kiron

author and editor of the 'Saris of

Kher. You could be a Gujarati, Bengali, Hyderabadi,

India' As a writer and translator she

Bhopali, Rajasthani, Assamese or the cute Navvari adorning

has written on the life and work of

Maharashtrian provided you get the drape right.

craftsmen and scripted for films and
exhibitions. She has been

This is exactly what we intend to unveil in our weave to

consistently involved with research

wear Saree Workshop. Understand the nuances that make

and development of handspun-

up the nine-yards and learn to master the art of draping it

handloom textiles. She is founder of

to make your presence felt in a marriage, function, party or

the “Sari School” which produces

right in the front of your man.

saris & fabrics, organizes workshops
for those who wish to learn the

Rta Kapur Chishti will demonstrate perfect way to wear a
sari for 8 different styles and will also drape a sari on you
for the evening.
For Registration please contact +919825027579

wonders of this unstitched garment
& make it more relevant to their
lives today.

llumine

KIN

Produced by IceCraft

Dialogue. Dance. Music.
Do you long for the purity of white, the ability to lose
in a black pool of nothingness or to discover the
palette of instinctual and impulsive emotions?

d

Sanjukta Sinha, a leading Kathak exponent taps this
and numerous emotions with her sharp & taut,
resplendent & affirmative, undulating & dramatic
movements that represent our relationships and
eventually life.
Kin depicts the body and mind of a woman in three
different ways through 3 dance sequences – illumine,
id and incede. Come, explores the ties that we forge
outside of us, and the ones that get built,

ncede

unknowingly, inside us as well.
Her dance form is a continuous dialogue between the
body and the music, dark, bright and translucent. In
Sanjukta's words, a condensation of one single
question-beyond the boundaries, who am I?

Sanjukta Sinha

WITHIN
A Dance of the Soul
Born with Love, growing with fear and hate, these
are the emotions that define our time. We are
made up of complex emotions and one journey
within will open up a spectrum freeing us in most
cases.
Aditi Mangaldas delves into the self and explores
our deepest emotions, happy, disturbing or
dormant. She compels us to explore humanity,
brutality, masculinity and femininity all lying within
us in half embrace.
Disentangle, Recognize, Express, Shape, Act, as this
journey of your inner freedom encompasses you as
it did to the world over.
Leaving "Within" both, Knotted up in our emotions
and Unwrapped of them. In doing so I found
myself inspired by the emptiness and eternal space
of Sidhha sculpture-says Aditi Mangaldas.
Embark with Aditi Mangaldas and her troupe in
this journey of self-discovery and freedom.

Aditi Mangaldas
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